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Int. Underground Room. Morning

We see that Desmond, Jin and Claire 
with Aaron are inspecting things on 
the computer equipments.

Desmond: hey, there’s one of those 
films here.

Claire: what does it have on it

Desmond: it just says Station 8. 
Orientation film

Jin: here!

They go to Jin and he shows them a TV 
and VCR machine. They enter the 
orientation film. There comes up a 
warning.

Claire: Warning, System Breached. 
What’s happened?

Desmond: I don’t know

A alarm sounds and there is a repeated 
alarm noise, very loud, the 3 put 



their hands over their ears and Aaron 
starts to cry

Jin: Desmond, off!!!!

Desmond: I can’t brother.

Claire: everybody will hear this!!

Desmond reaches and turns the TV off, 
the noise stops. From behind we see 
two men run out of a previously 
concealed door,

Man1: well, well, well, what do we 
have here

Ext.Jungle. Morning.

Sun is in the jungle she is drinking 
from a stream a little way away from 
Danielle when she hears the loud alarm 
coming from the hatch. She follows the 
noise which leads her to the hatch 
where Desmond, Claire and Jin just 
were. She sighs and climbs down. She 
pushes the elevator button and the 
room starts its journey down.



Sun: oh Jin where are you?

The doors silently open and she sees 
that two men are holding Desmond, Jin, 
Claire and Aaron hostage. Sun sees Jin 
and is about to shout his name when a 
hand grabs her from behind and a bag 
is put over her head.

Int. Station 8. Morning

Man: Who are you three?

Claire: were survivors of the plane 
crash.

Man2: Flight 815?

Jin looks up at this,

Desmond: aye, you know ‘bout it?

Man2: we saw it crash on the monitors

Man1: idiot, don’t tell them anything

Man2: relax im not gonna

Jin: Who.. You



Man: Were from the dharma initiative, 
were the only ones left.

Desmond: Aye brother, but your not the 
last ones

Man1: there are more?

Desmond: Aye, me

Man2: what’s your name?

Desmond: my names Desmond, what’s 
yours?

Man1: Im Steven and this is Radzinsky

Desmond: you’re Radzinsky?! My hatch 
partner Kelvin talked ‘bout you, you 
made that map, didn’t you

Radzinsky: yeah, then after that 
bastard threw me out of that hatch and 
left me in the jungle

Desmond: he said you were dead

Radzinsky: I walked around for weeks 
until I found this baby!



He gestures around the station with 
his arms.

Claire: what is this place

Steven: this is the Orchid and were 
down here down experiment with the 
tree roots and tropical plants.

Radzinsky: now who’s telling them too 
much

Steven: we didn’t want to tell them 
anything before because they might 
have been the hostiles.

Jin: others

Desmond: so are you going to free us?

They untie them and the three 
survivors get up.

Close up of Jin’s Face



Flash-Forward

We see a car speeding along a highway, 
police are chasing it, 

Police: Get out of the car now.

The car swerves and hits a pillar. The 
police surround the car with their 
guns pointed towards the driver.

Police-man: are you hurt?

They look in and see, a man with 
shoulder length hair slumped 
unconscious in the driver’s seat, and 
blood is trickling down his forehead, 
this man is revealed to be Jin

Police: c’mon lets get him to a 
hospital

They carry him to the police car, 
handcuff him and drive him away.   



Ext.jungle.midday

We see a close up of Michaels face, he 
is looking at Walt’s killer in 
confusion and anger.

Michael: You?!

Man(off-screen): I didn’t want it to 
happen like this.

Michael runs at him and tackles him to 
the floor,

Michael: you killed my son… you will 
know how it feels.. Then again you 
gave your son away didn’t you!!

Michael head butts the man and 
continuously hits him, we don’t see 
the man face, the camera pans down the 
length of the man’s body as we hear
Michael shouting and punching as Jack 
and Sayid try to get him off. We hear 
Jack talk

Jack: ok let’s tie him up, Sawyer look 
for rope



Sawyer: sure thing Doc.

Int.Orchid.Midday

Claire walks up to Desmond who is 
looking around the electronics.

Claire: if only we had Sayid for all 
these electronics

Desmond looks around and sees Claire 
standing behind him

Desmond: you need something?

Claire: what happened to Charlie, Des?

Desmond: ok… I … he … I had a vision 
of him dying and then of you getting 
on a helicopter, we went down and he 
locked himself in the communications 
room, when that eye patch man flooded 
the room by exploding a grenade. 
Charlie drowned saving you Claire.

Claire: no.. He … he wouldn’t… no…



Desmond: im sorry Claire

Claire: no you’re not Desmond, you let 
him die, and you could have saved him.

Desmond: he locked it from the inside, 
I couldn’t help him

Claire: just leave me alone

Desmond leaves her alone, she sits 
down in a chair and puts her knees to 
her head.

Ext.jungle.midday

Jack, Sayid, Sawyer, Michael who is 
carrying Walt and the mysterious 
captive are walking through the 
jungle, Michael is crying over Walt

Sayid: so Michael, how is it you know 
this man.

Michael: I… he… adopted Walt in 
Sydney, he was Walt’s father for 7 
years until his mom died, then this 
coward gave Walt back to me.



The camera pans back to the tied up 
man who is being dragged. He is 
revealed to be… Brian Porter.

Sawyer: so what are we going to do 
now?

Jack: were going to the beach, 
hopefully more people are there.

Sayid: is that really a good idea, 
yesterday they forced us away from the 
beach and they wouldn’t leave the 
freighter unguarded would they?

Jack: we’ll check it out from the 
trees first.

They carry on walking

Int.Orchid.Midday

Desmond and Jin are exploring the room 
when Jin sees a person sail past 
behind Desmond. 

Jin: look



Desmond turns around and sees nothing,

Desmond: there’s nothing there brother

Jin: yes, I see, I see Walt

Desmond: you did brother?

Suddenly they hear a scream from above 
and Radzinsky runs up and throws theM
a handgun, they go up inn the lift 
along with Claire, Steven and Aaron.

Claire: who was it

Jin: Sun..

They get to the top and climb out Sun 
is lying in the rain, with a bag over 
her head, she is unconscious, Jin runs 
up to her and pulls the bag of her, 
there is not sun but a rock, he feel 
down her and sees that its not Sun, 
but lots of rocks dressed in clothes.

Desmond: Jin no it’s a trap!



Jin turns around and at that moment, 
Robert and 5 other freighter/others
pop up out of the bushes and each of 
them shoot. Two of the bullets hit Jin 
in the stomach and one hits Steven in 
the chest who had ran forward to help 
Jin. Desmond and Radzinsky shoot in 
the bushes and 2 others/freighters 
fall down dead, the others run off.

Claire: oh my god, Jin! 

Steven coughs up blood and starts 
shaking, then he lies still, Desmond 
feels his pulse, 

Desmond: he’s gone brother

Radzinsky: oh god, no Steve!!!

Desmond: were going back to the beach, 
and were going to carry Jin back.

They walk off with Jin over Desmond’s 
shoulder.



We see Sun behind them in the bushes 
with a gun pointed to her head, tears 
run down her cheek

Sun: im sorry Jin.

The man holding the gun pushes her 
away into the jungle, with him 
following.

Flash- Forward

Jin is sitting in the prison room 
wearing an orange bib; this separates 
him from the guests and the jailers. 
Sun enters the room and sits down at 
the table opposite Jin.

Sun: She’s 3 years old today

Jin: I know I meant to send her a card 
but they didn’t let me send it

Sun: I know they told me

Jin: im sorry for what I did. Im 
ashamed of myself.



Sun: you had to.

Jin: I…

Sun: you never had a choice, you have 
your orders

Jin: everybody has a choice,

Sun: remember who told us that

Jin: how could I forget?
A man walks in the room, 

Man: visiting time is over now! Back 
to your cells

The camera pans around back to Sun and 
Jin

Sun: you’ve got to go now

Jin: ill see you soon then

Sun: when are you out?

Jin: 3 more months

Sun gets up.



Sun: I will be waiting for you

Jin: don’t you ever feel like you miss 
the island

Sun: no… Jin… what? Are you?!

Jin: no… but think we left them there.

Sun leans in close to him 

Sun: we can never go back
She kisses him and walks away; we have 
a close up of Jin’s upset face as he 
walks back to his cell.

INT.JUNGE.MIDDAY

We see Bernard and rose walking hand 
in hand in the jungle, the walk out on 
to the black rock.

Rose: wow. Hunny what is this?

Bernard: it’s a ship rose

Rose: I know that, I mean what is it 
doing here?



Bernard: I…

Voice: Rose! Bernard! Come!

Bernard and Rose look around; they see 
Alex crouched between some small 
bushes, they run over to her.

Alex: are you okay? Where is 
everybody, have you se my mum?

Bernard: no I haven’t, why you 
whispering.

Alex points and they follows her hand, 
there is Ben standing around near the 
black rock with around 20 
other/freighters. Robert is also 
there.

Rose: oh I think we better go now

They leave the clearing into the 
jungle

Bernard: we need to find anyone 

Alex: like who



Bernard: anyone

Rose: jack, sawyer, or anybody

Alex: I think its best to get to the 
beach where everybody ran

Rose: Uh uh, that’s where they’ll be 

Bernard: Rose we just saw them back 
there,

Rose: they wouldn’t leave the ship 
unguarded,

Alex: let’s go, quick they’re coming

They run off in the jungle.

Ext. Black Rock. Midday 

Ben is in the black rock clearing, he 
is standing in the middle of all the 
freighters/others. He is about to make 
a speech

Ben: We have been chasing these damn 
people through this jungle for two 



days now and we had Jarrah, Ford and 
Sheppard surrounded when Lloyd got 
shot, I had orders from Jacob to keep 
Walt alive, he wont be happy now,

Robert: so what do you suggest Ben

Ben: we have a change of plan

Ext. Jungle - Afternoon

Kate Is shown running through the 
jungle, she is looking very scared. A 
tree gets uprooted and we hear the 
monsters sound, 

Kate: oh God 

She runs and hides in a tall trees 
roots, the monster comes closer and we 
see the things shadow, it smashes into 
the roots and she screams, then it 
withdraws and speeds away. She is left 
looking scared, she then walks away.



Ext.Jungle.Midday

Michael is carrying Walt. Tears have 
been streaming down his face and he 
looks terrible, Jack, Sayid, Sawyer 
and Brian who is tied up are all 
following

Brian: I didn’t want him to die

Everybody ignores him

Brian:  I said I never wanted to kill 
Walt

Sawyer: you just killed his kid the 
least you can do is show some remorse, 
Bell boy

Michael stops and turns around at 
Brian, he remembers what he did and 
runs to him, he shouts in between 
punches.

Michael: who are you! What are you!! 
You were meant to be rescue! You 
killed my boy.

Sayid grabs Michael off him, Michael 
has started to cry again, 



Sayid: we don’t want him dying… yet

Brian is lying on the floor bloody and 
bruised. He gets up and smiles evilly.

Brian: we never were meant to be 
rescue

Michael: that’s what your people told 
me

Brian: did you ever see me on that 
freighter for the 2 weeks you were on 
it? No. because I wasn’t on it.

Sayid: where were you then and what 
are you here for?

Brian: there’s another ship that’s 
docking on the east side, and the 
people on that ship are a lot worse 
than the people who have just teamed 
up with the hostiles. I was sent 
forward as a scout.



Jack: what is that other ship here 
for?

Brian: you wouldn’t want to know

Jack: try me

Brian: we are here for you, flight 815 

Jack: why and isn’t that what the 
other freighter is for?

Brian: you wouldn’t understand why we 
need you survivors but the other 
freighter is not here to kill you, 
they are here for something that you 
also would not understand.

Jack: get up, were going

They carry on to the beach, Michael 
glaring at Brian. 

Michael: why can’t we just kill him?

Jack: he’s our prisoner, we need him

Michael casually walks around to Brian 
and whispers in his ear.



Michael: I know your thinking your 
safe right now, that we aint gonna 
kill you, well let me tell you 
something, these people don’t rule me, 
when their guard is down, you will 
die.

Sayid: Michael, lets go.

He picks up Walt and walks off 
infront. Sayid jogs up to Jack, we can 
hear Sawyer shouting something  
inaudible to Brian.

Sayid: when we get back to the beach, 
we are going to have a problem

Jack: why’s that

Sayid: Michael isn’t to happy with 
Brian and we can only control him for 
so long

Jack: yeah well we will deal with that 
bridge when we come to it.

Sayid: we have already come to it jack

They both look forward to Michael who 
is carrying Walt.



Flash forward

We see Sun is standing in a hospital 
room, there is a man on the bed, with 
tubes attached to him, sun leans over 
him

Sun: Dad

…

Sun: Dad, wake up

Sun: please dad

She touches his forehead and he stirs, 
he shouts out and grabs Sun, he rips 
out all of his tubes.

Mr Paik: What have you done to me, 
what are they doing to me

Sun: experiments

Mr Paik: why,

……



Mr Paik: WHY!!!

He pushes her away and she falls and 
is knocked out by her hitting her head 
on a cabinet, 
Mr Paik gets up and runs out and down 
the corridor, he runs into something 
that we can’t see,
He puts his hand on something and we 
see that it’s a clear panel of glass, 
a man runs up behind him, the man has 
something on his outfit that looks 
like a dharma logo, the man grabs him 
and stuns him with a tazer.
He drags him back to the room.

End Flash-Forward

Ext-Jungle-Afternoon.

Desmond is leading the way with Jin 
strung over his shoulders, Jin doesn’t 
look good, Claire is following crying 
silently, Radzinsky is following her. 
Desmond suddenly stops. He signals for 
the others to stop as well

Radzinsky: what is it?



Desmond puts a finger to his lips and 
points into the jungle, they can hear 
people talking, Desmond signals for 
them to back away

Claire: that’s jack!

Desmond: no stop!

Claire runs out into Jack, Sayid, 
Sawyer, Michael and Walt. 

Claire: Jack, oh thank god we found 
you,

Jack: yes same, oh what happened with 
Jin,

Sayid:and who is he

Desmond: Jin’s been shot and this is 
Radzinsky, he was Dharma, he is wit us 
now

Jack looks at Jin,

Jack: I can’t help him now, we need to 
get to the beach quicky



Claire: what happened with Walt

Jack starts to talk but Michael cuts 
him off

Michael: he is dead because of him

Claire: im so sorry Michael

Michael: don’t be, he will be soon 
enough 

Jack: has anybody seen anyone else

Desmond: like who?

Jack: Juliet, Hurley. Kate, Sun, Rose 
Bernard, Locke, Danielle, Alex, or any 
more of our survivors or Robert’s 
people or the others.

Desmond: no sorry brother, we found a 
new hatch, we were in that the whole 
time. There’s…

Jack: tell me later. Yeah, ,my main 
concern is Jin right now

Desmond: sure



Int. Black Rock- evening

We see somebody tied up in the brig 
where Locke and Sawyer were, the 
camera pans up and we see its Sun, the 
door opens and she looks up, Ben walks 
in.

Ben: get up we are going.

Sun: where

Ben: that does not concern you.

He walks in closer to undo her ropes, 
as he is, she kicks him hard in the 
groin area and then smashes her foot 
into his head, and he falls backwards 
in a support pole and is knocked 
unconscious.

Sun: that was for Jin

She runs out the open door, through 
the hallway, up the ladder, and sneaks 
past the others into the jungle



Flash-Forward

Sun is sitting on the floor, in a nice 
room this is obviously her house , she 
is playing with a little baby around 
the age of three who looks just like 
her, then somebody knocks on the door 
and Sun goes to answer it. She opens 
it and Jin is there, he hugs her and 
walks in.

Sun: oh you’re finally home

Jin: yes.

Sun: jiyeon is in the kitchen, come 
see her,

…

Sun: your going again aren’t you

Jin: I have to,

Sun: you don’t 

Jin: I owe him

Sun: please don’t Jin



Jin: … im sorry Sun but I have to

…

Jin: ill be back soon 

Sun: you said that last time

Jin: last time was different

Sun: you got put in jail for a year

Jin: it won’t happen this time

Sun: Promise?

Jin: Promise

He walks out and she goes back to the 
kitchen.



Int.Jungle.Night 

Kate is shown waling through the 
forest until she comes to a clearing, 
infront of her is the sonic pylons, 
behind her Juliet runs out

Juliet: Kate

Kate: Juliet… where is everybody else

Juliet: I saw Hurley walking back 
there about 4 hours ago, I haven’t 
seen anybody else

Kate: if I know Jack, he’ll be making 
his way to our beach as we speak.

Juliet: well let’s go

Kate: which way is it

Juliet: if the barracks is this way

She points ahead of them

Juliet: then the beach camp should be 
down there



Kate runs to a tree and climbs right 
to the top, she helps Juliet up

Kate: yes I can see the Freighter,

Juliet: where

Kate: just offshore… they’re leaving??

Juliet: no that ships docking at the 
beach

Kate: so there is two?

Juliet: it looks that way

Kate: great more enemies.

Well we better get to the beach 
quickly. They climb down, and run off 
into the jungle. The camera get higher 
as they run of into the jungle, the 
camera zooms out so we can see most of 
the sea around the island, there are 5 
or 6 freighters in every direction of 
a compass.



Flash forward.

Jin is walking up the stairs of a 
hospital; he is dressed formally in a 
black suit, he walks up to the 
receptionist

Jin: umm excuse me, what room would Mr 
Paik be

Woman: that would be floor 4 room 15

Jin: thank you.

He walks up into the elevator and 
waits as it travels up to the fourth 
floor, he opens the room door and Mr 
Paik is lying there same as when Sun 
sees him.

Mr Paik: Jin.

Jin: this is the last time I do 
anything for you

Mr Paik: no its not Jin

Jin: you dot rule me



Mr Paik: You don’t work for me… you 
don’t have Sun or your new child.

Jin: Im sorry 

Mr Paik: what for

Jin: this

He walks up to where Paik lies and 
places his gloved hands over his mouth 
and nose, he presses hard as Sun’s 
father struggles for air, Jin pushes 
down on his mouth and nose hard one 
last time, Mr Paik shudders and then 
lies still, jin takes of his gloves 
and throws them in the bin, he leaves 
the hospital and goes to his car. 

Jin pulls his car up outside his 
house, he goes in and Sun greets him

Sun: what happened there?

Jin: your father died in my arms

We get a close up of Jin’s face



INT.JUNGLE.Night

We see Hurly is lost in the deep part 
of the jungle, he stumbles out of a 
bush, and shouts out, a part of his 
shirt has been torn and a branch has 
cut into him slightly, he carries on 
and finds a circle of ash, he carries 
on into the jungle and sees Jacob’s 
cabin, he walks up to the windows and 
looks inside, he sees a man in a 
chair, he looks next to the man and 
sees Walt, Walt is pale and seems to 
glow,

Hurley: whoa! Walt as a ghost

Jacob looks up and sees Hurley, we see 
Hurley’s face turns to shock as he 
jumps out of the way; an arrow whizzes 
past and hits a tree

Hurley: dude

He hears whispers, calling to him, 
beckoning him. 



Whisper: he here now

Whisper2: what do we do?

Whisper1: I don’t know

Whisper2: should we call him in?

Whisper1: yes

Voice: Hurley…come

Hurley: who’s that?

Voice: who do you think?

Hurley: this sounds like Walt, but 
he’s somewhere in the jungle with the 
others

Voice: Just enter Hugo



Hurley: that was a different voice

The door swings open and the lantern 
lights itself, Hurley walks up to it 
and takes it, he walks in. We see his 
face as it turns to shock. The doors 
swings shut behind him.

Hurley: Ah Crap!



Lost


